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paper bows TRADITIONAL

Paper bows have become
very popular lately, with 
a wide variety of styles
making an appearance

on blogs, Pinterest and
YouTube. By scaling down the
size of these beautiful
decorations it is easy to
incorporate them into your
cardmaking. There are several
variations on the tied bow type
of style, ranging from the tricky
and involved origami versions
down to the more simplistic

Take a bow

bowtie design featured here,
which is a great starting point.
This type of bow can be used
as a main focal point for your
cards, or it can be reduced in
size and used as an adornment
on a smaller embellishment.

Tubular bows
Bows made from simple layered
loops can also look very
effective and work particularly
well with a double-sided paper
that has a plain colour on one

side and a pattern on the other.
Similarly, pinwheels are really
easy to make and always look
impressive when created from
either plain or patterned paper.
They can be made in any size
with plain or shaped edges. 
The centre of these can be
decorated with stamped
images, or sentiments, flowers,
brads, pompoms, die-cuts –
anything goes!

Layered tubular petal bows
are a bit fiddly to create but are

Sue Pennick
Designer

Paper bows are an interesting alternative to the
recent paper flower trend and, as Su Pennick
demonstrates, add a unique twist to any design

well worth the effort. These can
be re-sized to create a much
smaller accent to a design, or
enlarged to fill a whole card
front. More layers can easily be
added by scaling the template
up, or down, by one centimetre
in diameter for each layer. Be
careful when choosing a 
double-sided patterned paper
for this type of bow, as the
tubular effect will be lost when
designs are fussy on both sides
of the paper.
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SIMPLY SHOPPING
All Kaisercraft products are available
from www.merlyimpressions.co.uk

plain papers. These can then
be decorated once constructed.
Dabbing glitter glue along
folded and rounded edges
produces great effects. Lightly
sponging coloured inks and
chalks to create highlighted
areas means that bows can be
colour-matched to any project.
Spray inks can be used to
create a more weathered and
vintage look, and gently
distressing the paper before
folding produces great shabby
chic embellishments. �

petal shape. The technique
featured here can be used on
pretty much any type of paper,
from lightweight tissue to
heavier-weight scrapbooking
papers. Making the roses from
patterned papers gives them a
whole different feel and sense
of dimension. Double-sided
papers work very well but, again,
be careful with your choice.
Simple patterns with few colours
tend to create the best results.

Paper bows can also look
very effective when created from

Floral alternatives
Traditional gift wrapping bows
can also be created to fit in
with your designs. The card
featured on page 39 has the
bow linked in with the sun
theme of the card’s sentiment.
These bows can, however, be
created to represent flowers
with gem centres, using as few
or as many petals as you wish.

There are many types of
paper roses around, many of
which rely on the twisting of
paper strips to form the layered

What you need
Materials
� Kaisercraft Rock Pool Seaweed

(P834), Ocean (P837) &
Bubbles (P832) patterned
papers & Sea Friends 
sticker sheet (SS135)

� turquoise & dark 
orange inkpads

� Crystal Ranger Stickles 
glitter glue 

TOP TIPS
Be careful when using cardstock
to create bows, as some brands
do not fold or bend easily
without splitting and cracking

Bows do create an added
dimension to your cards but it is
important to keep in mind that
they will need a purpose-made
box, rather than an envelope, 
for posting

STEPBYSTEP

4Cover the top half of the long,
thin card blank with the cream

side of the Seaweed paper and
the bottom with Bubbles. Colour
the edges with turquoise ink.

2Fold over the oval pieces of the
main bow shape (piece A) and

stick them to the back of the
narrow centre area.

5Attach bow strip D across the
card front, covering the join.

Stick the centre of the bow to the
centre of strip D.

3Stick the centre of the folded
piece to the centre of the bow

ends piece (piece B), and wrap
the small narrow strip (piece C)
around these, gluing it in place.

6Add fish embellishments and
letter stickers to create your

sentiment, along with glitter glue
highlights as shown to finish.

1Use the template on page 54 to
cut out all the bow pieces from

Ocean patterned paper. Colour the
edges of each with dark orange ink.

FOR YOU

Tim Holtz Alterations dies are
available from www.thestamp
attic.co.uk
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paper bows TRADITIONAL

1Cover the front of a 13.5cm-
square card blank with the

cream/green side of the Sand
patterned paper. Attach a 12cm-
square panel cut from Waves
patterned paper to the centre.

2Cut the ‘Story of life’ panel
from Ripple patterned paper

and matt with orange cardstock

and the brown patterned area of
the Ripple paper. Fix at an angle
onto the card front as shown.

3Trim orange, green and brown
strips from Sand patterned

paper. Leave the orange strip at a
length of 30cm and trim the green
to 20cm and the brown to 10cm.
Stick the ends of each strip
together to create three loops. 

4Use a 6cm piece of double-
sided tape to stick opposite

sides of the largest loop together
so that it now has two smaller
loops, one at each end. Repeat
this with a 4cm piece of tape for
the middle loop and a 2cm piece
of tape for the smallest loop. 

5Stick the loops on top of each
other across the card front,

slightly overlapping the edge of
the sentiment panel. Place a small
turquoise starfish sticker at the
centre of the loops and a small
turtle above the loops.

6Attach letter stickers below the
loops and add glitter glue to the

starfish and the edge of the panel
of Waves patterned paper to finish.

What you need
Materials
� Kaisercraft Rock Pool Sand

(P836), Waves (P840) & Ripple
(P839) patterned papers & 
Rock Pool sticker sheet (SS134)

� Burnt Orange Kaisercraft 
cardstock (CD129) 

� Crystal Ranger Stickles glitter glue

Simply make
NEW BABY
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1Cover the front of a 13.5cm-
square card blank with the

cream side of Seaweed patterned
paper and colour the edges with
lime green ink. Attach to a 12cm
square of Bubbles patterned
paper, adding a line of glitter glue
around the edges. Leave to dry.

2Use the template on page 54
to cut the larger layer of the

bow from Sage cardstock, and 
the smaller layer from Urchin
patterned paper. Place the
template at the centre of one of
the green urchins on the paper, 
so that the pattern will match up
when the bow is curled. Gently roll
each of the sections of each layer
around a pencil to form a tube
shape. Stick the tubes together
with strong double-sided tape.

3Draw a 9cm circle onto yellow
cardstock and trim using

scallop-edged scissors. Fix this 
to the top left-hand corner of the
panel of Bubbles patterned paper.
Stick the two layers of the bow to
this as shown.

4Attach letter stickers to create
your sentiment, and a starfish

in the bottom right-hand corner.
Use 3D foam pads to stick a
second starfish sticker to the
middle of the bow, then cover the
starfish with glitter glue to finish.

What you need
Materials
� Kaisercraft Rock Pool Seaweed

(P834), Bubbles (P832) &
Urchins (P833) patterned 
papers & Rock Pool sticker 
sheet (SS134)

� Sage Kaisercraft 
cardstock (CD157)

� yellow cardstock
� lime green inkpad
� Crystal Ranger Stickles glitter glue 
Tools
� scallop-edged scissors

Simply make
HELLO!
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paper bows TRADITIONAL

1Cover the front of an A6 card
blank with orange cardstock.

Attach a 14x9.5cm rectangle of
Waves patterned paper (which
includes the sentiment) as shown.
Trim a narrow turquoise strip from
the striped side of the Sand
patterned paper and stick across
the bottom of the card front.

2Trim a 1cm-wide turquoise strip,
from Sand patterned paper. Cut

two further strips from the green
side of the Urchin patterned paper,
one with a width of 1.5cm and the
other 2cm wide. All three should be
30cm long. Use the concertina-fold
technique to create pinwheels from
the three strips.

3Concertina-fold the largest strip,
with the folds approximately

0.5cm apart. Use double-sided
tape to stick the two ends together
to form a loop. Compress the
concertina together, with the 
inside edges touching to create 
the pinwheel shape. Hold this in
position on a flat surface and place

Simply make

What you need
Materials
� Kaisercraft Rock Pool Waves

(P840), Urchins (P833) & Sand
(P836) patterned papers &
Rock Pool sticker sheet (SS134)

� Burnt Orange Kaisercraft 
cardstock (CD129) 

� peach inkpad

a piece of strong double-sided
tape over the centre of the
pinwheel, covering all of the folded
edges and holding them in place.
Turn the pinwheel over and add a
second piece of tape over the
centre of the other side. Repeat
for the other two strips of paper. 

4Use double-sided tape and a
little glue for added strength to

attach the pinwheels to the card
front as shown. Colour the edges
of the urchin stickers with a peach
inkpad and stick them in place at
the centre of the pinwheels as
shown to finish.

NATURE’S GIFT

www.simplycardsmag.com

Materials
� Kaisercraft Rock Pool Urchins (P833), Bubbles (P832) & Ripple

(P839) patterned papers & Rock Pool sticker sheet (SS134)
� Moss Kaisercraft cardstock (CD115) 
� yellow vellum
� yellow cardstock
� Diamond Ranger Stickles glitter glue 
Tools
� manual die-cutting machine
� Tim Holtz Alterations Tattered Pinecone die

What you need

1Cover the top half of a square card
blank with Urchin patterned paper and

the bottom half with Bubbles patterned
paper. Cut the sentiment panel from the
patterned paper and trim to measure
10x7.5cm. Matt with yellow cardstock and
stick to the centre of the card.

2Die-cut two leaf shapes from Moss
cardstock and affix into place on the

card along with two stickers.

3From the vellum, trim six 8x1cm strips
and six 7x1cm strips. Bend each strip

around, sticking the ends together with one
on top of the other, and bring the ends of
the strip around together rather than
folding it over. Stick the ends of the longer
pieces together to form a bow shape and
stick the shorter pieces on top in the same
way. Attach a starfish sticker to the centre
of the bow, then cover with glitter glue.

Simply make

SUNSHINE
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TRADITIONAL paper bows

What you need
Materials
� Kaisercraft Rock Pool Seaweed

(P834), Reef (P835) & Ocean
(P837) patterned papers

� Sea Foam Kaisercraft 
cardstock (CD158) 

� turquoise handmade paper
� Diamond Ranger Stickles glitter glue
Tools
� Tim Holtz Alterations 

Tattered Pinecone die
� Tim Holtz Alterations Typeset

Alphabet Strip die 

STEPBYSTEP

4Continue folding the strip of
paper at right angles to form a

square shape as shown. Take care
to avoid creasing the folds.

2Die-cut three leaves from
Ocean patterned paper and

lightly dab with glitter glue. Stick
them in place onto the card front.

3Trim three 2x50cm strips of
handmade paper. Place one 

of the strips on a flat surface and
fold it over at a right angle. 

1Cover the front of a 13.5cm-
square card blank with Sea

Foam cardstock. Attach to this a
12.5cm square of Reef patterned
paper and a 11.5cm square of
Seaweed patterned paper.

WEDDING DAYTOP TIP
Don’t be afraid to experiment with
other materials when creating your
bows. Mica-spray coloured lace
would look effective, as would
coloured netting or frayed fabric

5Fold the end of the strip to
form a point and thread it

through the centre of the folded
square. Holding the layers
together, carefully twist the
pointed end to create the
layered effect of the rose shape.
Use strong glue to stick the
paper ends together behind the
rose and, once dry, trim the ends
as closely as possible to form a
flat surface. Repeat for the other
two strips.

6Stick the roses to the card
front along with the die-cut

sentiment. Dab glitter glue along
the petals and add glitter dots to
the card front.
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Templates
All templates shown

at actual size 

Take a bow – Page 35
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